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Historic district is the milestone of city social and cultural development. It retains 
the traditional local features and routine space, It carries the essence of the culture of 
the city, is the material manifestation of the city's style. As an important part of the 
historical district of the node space, It is not only the junction with the rallying point 
for the region, reflecting the core of local features and characteristics, but also public 
events and everyday life occurrence place, into the memory and recognition of people's 
lives. As space in the historic district node points, only points normal operation, the 
historic district in order to maintain the vigor and vitality. With urbanization and urban 
development hampered increment , the breach is placed occupy the center of the city 's 
historic district , but due to lack of awareness and protection of economic, many 
changes have actually destroyed the original style of the historic district and texture 
space. The writer focus historic district node space design based on Place Making 
perspective to explore its specific design strategies in the historic district organic 
renewal in order to be used as a catalyst to stimulate the place vibrant historic district, 
so that people in this generation of spatial memory and identity places under the same 
emotion. 
This paper is divided into four sections: the first chapter is the background, 
purpose and significance of the node space research, establishing subjects and methods 
to study and value of the topics. 
The second chapter first analysis theory interpretation, defines the elements of 
node space, spatial forms and location type, and then use Place-Based theory and node 
space to combine and analyze the theoretical model and environment cognitive schema 
of Place Making, and explains the Place-Based characteristic in node space contains the 
natural environment, history, and culture. All these factors lead following specific 
design strategies. 
The third chapter based on the introduction from the first two chapters, the design 
















of three factors based on the theoretical model of Place Making: Activity, Image and 
Form, then explains the four value orientation in node space design based on Place 
Making which including identifiable principle of diversity principle, the principle of 
continuity and humane principles, based on the interpretation of all. At last, the writer 
make three design strategies: build cognitive to the space of the Place, pay attention to 
daily life and interpret the local Imagery. 
The fourth chapter of the research design used Zhangzhou ancient city as a 
practical example and come up with the conclusions. With the study of the design space 
of a few nodes, use the practical ways to verify the theory and strategy. All the effort is 
to provide a reference for future design practice. 
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